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During this time in history:
(August 1804 - November 1805)
(The source for all entries is, T
" he Journals of
the Lewis & Clark Expedition edited by Gary
E. Moulton, U. of Nebraska Press, 19832001.)

As elections approach and we consider
our votes, we review the situations
where Captains Lewis and Clark provided the Corps of Discovery the opportunity to voice their opinion.

DeForest Public Library
De Forest, Wisconsin

August 22, 1804, near today’s Elk Point,
SD, Clark: “…Ordered a vote of the men
for a sergeant; to choose one of three
with the highest numbers. Gass, Bratton
and Gibson; the highest numbers are
Gass had 19 votes…”
August 26, 1804, Clay County, SD, Lewis: “The commanding officers have
thought it proper to appoint Patrick Gass,
a Sergeant in the corps of volunteers for
North Western Discovery, he is therefore
to be obeyed and respected accordingly.
Sergt. Gass is directed to take charge of
the late Sergt. Floyd’s mess…”
Patrick Gass Journal, August 26, 1804,
Moulton footnote: “… Gass or his editor
did not think his promotion worth mentioning.”
June 9, 1805, the confluence of the Marias and Missouri Rivers, Lewis: “…I endeavored to impress on the minds of the
party all of whom except Capt. C. being
still firm in the belief that the N. fork
was the Missouri and that which we
ought to take; they said very cheerfully
that they were ready to follow us anywhere we thought proper to direct…”

What better way to spend a day prior to the holidays than with fellow Lewis and Clark enthusiasts at a Badger Chapter meeting?
Mark your calendars for Saturday, November 15, 2014. Our meeting will be at the De Forest Library in De Forest, Wisconsin just
north of Madison. More information and directions are included in
a separate mailing of the official meeting announcement.
A short business meeting will be followed with a presentation by
our own Chapter member, Don Shurr from North Liberty, Iowa.
Don is a retired physical therapist and Prosthetist/Orthotist, a published author of a text, many chapters and 55 peer reviewed papers
in professional literature.

(Continued-See “Grey Column” page 3)
Continued on Page 2
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sion about the death of Lewis and if the cause was
suicide or murder. Don has spoken to groups of all
ages (6 to 94) and will not miss a chance to speak to a
school class since he feels that history has been rewritten to ignore the Lewis and Clark Expedition.

Continued from page 1

Don’s interest in Lewis and
Clark stems back many
years and was elevated further
during
the
reenactment of the Corps of
Discovery’s expedition to
the west coast and back.
Don will speak to us about
the Corps’ time and travel
through Iowa.
Here are the details in case
you misplaced the flyer:

This is an opportunity to learn more about Lewis and
Clark in Iowa. Your RSVP will help us plan.
Jim Rosenberger
9 Hemlock Trail, Madison, WI 53717
608-833·2488
or punkinz@tds.net
Don Shurr

Join us for an interesting discussion and as usual,
lunch will follow our meeting at a local restaurant.
Spread the word and bring a friend

SATURDAY, November 15, 2014
10:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
De Forest Public Library
203 Library St., De Forest, WI
Parking at the Library

Directions to
De Forest Library
203 Library St.,
De Forest, WI

10:30 A.M. to 11:15 A.M. Business meeting: Update on Chapter and Foundation activity.

Coming from the East on I94, continue on I-94 as it
joins I-39-90 and turns NW.

11:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. Chapter member Don Shurr presents, "Lewis and
Clark in Iowa".

From I-39-90-94: Take Hwy V into De Forest, Turn
right (south) onto Main St., left onto E. Holum St.,
right onto Library St.

Don and his wife are both members of the Badger
State Chapter and live in North Liberty, Iowa. He
is a published author of a text as well as many
chapters and 55 peer reviewed papers in professional literature. Don is a hunter, gun collector,
grandpa and ex-Hawkeye football player and a
friend of John D. W. Guice, an author of articles
about the death of Meriwether Lewis and the editor of the book, "By His Own Hand?"; a discus-

From Hwy 51: Enter De Forest on Hwy DV
(E. Holum St.), turn left on Library St.
Badger State Chapter of the
Lewis & Clark Trail Heritage Foundation
Support Your Chapter
Be “Active & Involved”
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had wonderful speakers, programs and social
gatherings. After the meeting ended an optional
field trip was offered which traveled along the
Ohio River Valley from Wellsburg, West Virginia
back to Louisville. My wife, Mary, and I signed
up for the trip and from day one, we were glad we
did. We had never been in the Ohio River area
before and found it beautiful and filled with history – Lewis and Clark and much more.

“Gray Column” Continued from page 1

Patrick Gass: “…the officers concluded that the south
branch was the most proper to ascend, which they think is
the Missouri. The other they called Maria’s river…”
Joseph Whitehouse, (June 8, 1804): “… Our Officers concluded on proceeding up the South fork of the River, which
they deemed as entitled to the Name of the Missouri River,
it being by far the largest; and named the North fork
Maria’s River…”
November 24, 1805, near todays, Meglar, WA, John Ordway: “…Our officers conclude with the opinion of the party
to cross the River and look out a place for winter’s quarter…”

Our first day was spent driving to Wellsburg, and
our stay there, in my opinion, became the high
light of our trip. Wellsburg is where Sergeant
Patrick Gass married and raised his family, living
in the area for more than half a century. He is
buried in nearby Brooke County cemetery.

Patrick Gass: “…At night, the party were consulted by the
Commanding Officers as to the place most proper for winter quarters and the most of them were of opinion that it
would be best, in the first place, to go over to the south side
of the river and ascertain whether good hunting ground
could be found there. Should that be the case, it would be a
more eligible place than higher up the river on account of
getting salt, as that is a very scarce article with us.”

After our evening dinner we were treated to a program presented by Carol Lynn Macgregor, editor
of “The Journals of Patrick Gass”, Mountain
Press, 1997. After giving a very interesting talk
on Patrick Gass in the Wellsburg area we were
introduced to numerous Gass descendants who
had gathered specifically for this event and it was
enjoyable to mingle and talk with these very interesting folks.

Joseph Whitehouse: “In the evening our officers had the
whole party assembled in order to consult which place
would be the best for us to take up our winter quarters at.
The greater part of the men were of opinion; that it would
be best to cross the river and if we should find game plenty,
that it would be of an advantage to us for to stay near the
Sea shore on account of (procuring) making salt, which we
are nearly out of at this time and the want of it in preserving
our provisions for the winter would be an object well worth
our attention.”

The next morning we visited Brooke County cemetery and the gravesite of Patrick Gass. After
words were said at the gravesite, a contingent of
re-enactors, in full dress uniform, fired a three gun
salute. From here we went to Wellsburg and the
banks of the Ohio River to dedicate a monument
with a new bust of Patrick Gass. The bust is a
beautiful work of art and there were a number of
speakers at the unveiling. But, as members of the
Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation, what
made a huge impression on us was the support the
Foundation had given to make the placing of the
bust and this event possible. A memorial plaque
on the monument sums it up and reads, in part,
“…This bust of Patrick Gass as a young man on
the Lewis and Clark Expedition was sculpted by
Agnes Vincen Talbot of Boise, Idaho and presented to the people of Wellsburg and Brooke County
by members of the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage
Foundation, assisted by the National Park Service
Challenge Cost Share Program.”

President’s Message
October begins a new
fiscal year for the Lewis
and Clark Trail Heritage
Foundation and our
Badger State Chapter.
With the start of a new
fiscal year it also means
it is time to renew our
Foundation and Chapter
memberships. This beJim Rosenberger
ing the case, I would like
to continue my musings as to the importance of
being a Chapter and Foundation member.
In 2002 the Foundation annual meeting took place
in Louisville, Kentucky and as usual the meeting

Continued on Page 4
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When the dedication ended Continued from page 3
Mary turned to me and said,
“This is the type of event that makes me so proud
to be a member of the Foundation”. Those few
words described how we all felt.

Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation for the
past 8 years and these have ranged from $200 to
almost $400, based on the condition of our treasury and the number of members we have.
We have been allowing our treasury to grow due
to the projects we are currently working on and
anticipated costs and expenses we will incur as
these projects develop. Currently, the Alexander
Willard project is receiving most of our attention.
Once we are confident we have located the
Willard farm, lead mine and home in Platteville, it
is our intent to contact land owners and work with
them to put signs up explaining the historic value
of these locations. Although the type of sign is
still under study it is obvious there will be a cost
to accomplish this goal.

The Foundation continues to work to make the
Lewis and Clark Historic Trial and Lewis and
Clark History a “living” experience. As a Foundation Chapter we work with the Foundation to
accomplish this. Your membership in the Chapter
and Foundation is what makes this all happen so
as I do every year about this time, I ask that you
please renew your memberships and let the work
“proceed on”.

We have a similar, longer range goal to get signage put up at Prairie du Chien commemorating
William Clark’s visits to that area. We hope to
assist the Lewis and Clark Replica Trail in Grand
Marsh, Wisconsin in making advancements and
improvements on that trail. More direction signs
and improved parking are possibilities.

Dollars and Cents

By: Jim Rosenberger

It is highly probable that our treasury will not be
adequate to cover the costs of any one of these
projects and in all likelihood we will apply to the
Foundation for grant money and/or conduct a special fund drive when we get to the point of needing to spend the money. Until that time, we felt it
was appropriate to let the Chapter treasury grow.

If you recall, the U. S. Congress approved President Thomas Jefferson’s request for $2,500 to finance the Lewis and Clark Expedition. If you
look at the last page of this newsletter you will see
that the Badger State Chapter treasury is almost in
a position to finance two such expeditions. The
reason I mention this is that at our last Chapter get
together the question was asked as to why our
treasury has grown to the amount it is and what is
our plan for this money? An excellent question
and one that should be answered to all Chapter
members.

Our Chapter does have a healthy treasury (See
Treasurer’s Report on page 7) and one might even
assume we have excess funds. But the real picture is that we do have plans for the money and
quite possibly may need more once we do the cost
analysis and “proceed on” to complete the projects.

We do pay Chapter expenses out of our treasury
and the primary expenses are mailing costs for
“Field Notes” and Chapter meeting notices. We
approve and make some contributions for projects
other organizations undertake. Not too long ago
we contributed $250 to Aztalan State Park towards their project of constructing an interpretive
center. We also have made a contribution to the

Email Notice
Field Notes is posted on line, in color, before the
paper edition is mailed out. Every issue, some of
these e-mail addresses “bounce” because people
have not notified us of changes, or because your email address is not set to allow our messages to arrive. Be sure that this is not happening to you.
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Experiment in the Dark
By: Jack Schroeder
In a previous edition of this newsletter we learned
the horrifying story of two nephews of Thomas
Jefferson whose descent into drunkenness and debauchery resulted in the murder and dismemberment of a household slave named George in
Western Kentucky. In this issue we will hear another macabre story of frontier life involving a
relative of Captain William Clark.
John Croghan (right)
was the son of William Croghan, an
Irish immigrant, and
Lucy Clark, sister of
the co-captain of the
Lewis and Clark expedition. John grew
up on the Clark family
estate
Locust
Grove in Louisville,
and became a prosperous medical doctor.

people moved into the settlement. At first the patients said that they felt an improvement in their
health, but their conditions soon began to deteriorate. Lard oil lamps and large fires were used to
roll back the perpetual darkness, but the smoke
made breathing even more difficult.

Tuberculosis (known as consumption at the time)
was a lung infection that killed thousands of victims in the America of that era, and many physicians sought to make their fame and fortune in
discovering a treatment and cure of the dreaded
disease.

“Those patients who remained in the cave three or
four months presented a frightful appearance. The
face was entirely bloodless, eyes sunken, and the
pupils dilated to such a degree that the iris ceased
to be visible, so that, no matter what the original
color their eye might have been, it soon appeared
black.”

In 1839 Dr. Croghan purchased a large part of the
famous Mammoth Cave property in Central Kentucky with the intention of creating an underground hospital for the treatment of his tuberculosis patients. He had read accounts of the alleged
health benefits of the even temperatures and tranquil airs of the cave on the slaves who had worked
in the saltpeter mines within the cave during the
War of 1812. There were reports that Indian
corpses that had lain in the cave for hundreds of
years were remarkably intact and untouched by
decay.

“They lost every particle of flesh; crept gloomily
about, coughing so hollowly as to suggest the
sound of the first earth falling upon a coffin-lid;
and added to the natural dreariness of the vault a
hundred-fold. Everybody saw and knew that they
were tottering on the brink of the grave . . .”
“Another patient, who went in and remained some
weeks, was attended by friends and a servant –
but, his end approaching, the death-scene became
so appalling that they fled in terror –

Dr. Croghan directed his slaves to build both
stone and wooden cottages within the cave to
serve as homes, and in January 1843 about 15

Cont. on pg. 6
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friends and servant – and left Continued from page 5
the dying man alone. Nothing could induce them to return, and when others
went in, the poor man was found dead with an
expression of indescribable horror upon his features.”

Letters from my cousin, Patrick Gass,
With the Corps of Discovery
Dear Cuzzin Bill,
From time to time I will try
to send you some interesting
bits from my journal. I surely
hope I can get someone interested enough to publish
them when we return to the
United States. These are
some notes that I made during late August of 1804.

These quotes are taken from Scary Stories of
Mammoth Cave by Colleen O'Connor Olson and
Charles Hanion.
Incredibly, tours of the cave were taking place all
the time as Dr. Croghan's experiment was occurring. Imagine yourself being led through the stony
chambers. Your lantern would begin to show skeletal figures moving through a landscape of dead
vegetation that had been introduced in a doomed
effort to brighten the scene. As you grew closer,
the ghosts would be revealed to be living humans
such as yourself, but with shrunken features that
told of the slow leaching of life from their bodies.
Perhaps you would then arrive at Corpse Rock,
named for the five bodies that had lain upon it
awaiting their burial.

Friday August 24, 1804.
This morning was cloudy with some rain. Captain
Clarke went by land. We passed cedar bluffs on
the north side, a part of which were burning; and
there are here to be found mineral substances of
various kinds. There is also a quantity of small red
berries, the Indian name for which in English
means rabbit berries. They are handsome small
berries and grow upon bushes about 10 feet high.
Captain Clarke came to us and had killed two elk
and a fawn, we passed a creek called White-stone
creek; landed and remained here all night to jirk
our meat.

Although Dr. Croghan's experiment resulted in
failure for his poor patients, he is credited with
advancing tuberculosis studies, if only by negative example. The disease had one more bitter surprise for the doctor. It took his life as well, five
years after his hospital was abandoned.

Saturday 25th. Two of our men last night caught
nine catfish, that would together weigh three hundred pounds. The large catfish are caught in the
Missouri with hook and line. Captain Lewis and
Captain Clarke went to see a hill on the north side
of the river where the natives will not or pretend
that they will not venture to go, and say that a
small people live there, whom they are afraid of.
Continued on page 7

Newsletter articles
Do you have an interesting thought about the
Lewis and Clark Expedition, or know someone who shares our interest in “The Journey?”
Would you like to share it with others through this
newsletter? Then write to either Jim Rosenberger at
punkinz@tds.net
or
Bill
Holman
at
wghmch@chorus.net. If you don’t have e-mail, call
Bill at (608) 249-2233. If you include a picture with
your article, we will be happy to return it upon request.

Happy Halloween from
Jack Schroeder
Editor’s Note: Even though Jack thought that this
article was appropriate for our “Halloween Issue”,
his smile came from the fun he had on the Chapter
Picnic, rather than producing the article.
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Seaman Says - October 2014
November 26, 1805; During our lengthy travels I have noted that the Captains will
occasionally take time to consult with the entire party to help them in making a
decision. Some examples of when they have done this are if it was necessary to
punish a member of the party for wrong doing or misbehavior; to select a new
leader or to help in selecting a proper campsite.
In my canine society a leader is not selected nor is a decision made by group action. Typically, one male of my species exerts himself and, by force if necessary, takes control of the
group. He then dictates who will fill any other positions and what the remaining members of his group
will do. His leadership is supreme. This will continue until the leader relinquishes his leadership or a
stronger canine challenges the leader and is able to literally wrestle leadership away
from him.
I find the process exercised by my human traveling party an admirable trait and wonder
if all humans govern themselves in this manner
At 11 o'clock, the Gass letter-Continued from page 6
gentlemen not having returned, we set sail with a gentle breeze from
the S.E. passed black bluffs on the south side, and
continued on nine miles and encamped. Two of
our hunters came in who had killed a large elk.
Captains Lewis and Clarke did not return this
evening.

Treasurer’s Report
The Badger State Chapter had $5427.56 in the
Treasury as of October 2, 2014. 62 members
have already renewed, and we are expecting 15
more. Chapter members come from Wisconsin, Minnesota, Montana, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Virginia, and Florida.

Badger State Chapter Officers:

I’m not going to mention this in my journal, but I
have received a great honor. Captain Lewis, with
the encouragement of our men, has promoted me
to the rank of Sergeant, to take the place of our
departed Sgt. Floyd. I only hope I am able to live
up to the example he set. Please do not tell others
that I mentioned this.

Jim Rosenberger…...……….……………….…….President
Phone: (608)833-2488
E-mail: punkinz@tds.net
Jack Schroeder..………….……….…….…...Vice-President
Ph: (608)204-0052
E-mail: alljackallday@gmail.com
Mary Strauss..……………..……..……….……….Secretary
Phone: (920)602-1726
E-mail: mary@ammeinc.com
Marcia Holman………….............……….…...…...Treasurer
Phone: (608)249-2233
E-mail: wghmch@chorus.net

Sunday 26th. Some of the men went out to dress
and bring in the elk. About 10 o'clock Captain
Lewis and Captain Clarke with the party accompanying them came to camp; but had not been
able to discover any of those small people. The
hill is in a handsome prairie: and the party saw a
great many buffaloe near it. About 11 we renewed
our voyage and passed some timber land on the
south side; and black and white bluffs on the
same side, we encamped on the north side opposite a creek called Pettit-Ark, or Little-bow.

Board of Directors:
1-David Sorgel
(608)516-1830

E-mail: davidsorgel@onthunderlake.com

2-Dick Campbell
(920)231-8267

E-mail: rmchistory@tds.net

3-Tom Strauss
(920)602-1639

E-mail: tom@ammeinc.com

Field Notes Editor:
Your cuzzin,

Bill Holman
Phone: (608)249-2233

(Sgt.) Patrick Gass
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E-mail: wghmch@chorus.net

